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Abstract
Classiﬁed as populations less than 1000, 16.1% of Alberta’s population lives rurally (Alberta
Government, 2016, p. 3). Rural education research addresses an underserved minority in
educational structures, policy and practices. However, much of the research is approached in a
way indicating the rural is somehow deﬁcient. Well cited researchers in the ﬁeld of rural
education research, Howley and Howley (2014) state, “the most prevalent impulse in rural
education research is to address the problem of rural schools, namely that they are deﬁcient and
need to be improved. Variations on this theme implicate the deﬁciencies of rural children, rural
families, rural teachers, rural school facilities, rural culture, and so on” (p. 10). As someone who
grew up rural and remains deeply tied to it, I have witnessed variations of these themes in theory
and in practice. In order to see what possibilities lay ahead for rural education research, we
ought to consider where we have been. Howley and Howley’s (2014) assessment is a call to do
rural research differently. Being focussed on the problem can obscure or preclude what is
important or valuable within rural communities regarding educational research. In part due to
Howley & Howley’s assessment and in part because of a curiosity that drives my own present
and future forms of research, I present a literature review of The Journal of Research in Rural
Education. I examine the abstracts covering the years between and including 2012-2020, where I
determine whether their pronouncement rings true over the past decade. Since Howley and
Howley published their assessment, the continuing research in JRRE has remained fairly
consistent with the prevalent impulse to problematize the rural in an educational capacity. In my
ﬁndings I do the following, 1) assess the proportion of research problematizing some aspect of
the rural in rural education research, 2) contextualize reasons for and against the impulse to
address “the problem of rural schools,” and 3) optimistically look to studies that are not framed by
assumptions of deﬁciency in rural communities. I look to the latter in order to envision new
possibilities for doing rural educational research for rural communities rather than on rural
communities.
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